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Biography 
 

Anne Stine is from Fairfax, Virginia, located in the Washington D.C. metropolitan area. Her interest in art 

began during her childhood where she grew up in an old farmhouse dating back to the 1920s. The house 

was situated in a 3-acre rural setting situated amongst a sprawling suburban neighborhood. She spent 

her free time playing outside among the large oak trees, creeks, and ponds connecting with her 

environment by replicating natural elements in her first sketch book. Little did she know that these 

sketches would later become the foundation for her entire artistic career.  

When she was 13 years old, due to the divorce of her parents, she moved from her quaint country home 

to the more city-like Falls Church, Virginia. Anne continued her artistic development in high school as 

she painted murals throughout the school as a form of expression and to help liven up school spirit. In 

addition to art, her favorite subject in school became Environmental Science as it allowed her to 

continue her profound appreciation for the natural world.  

She continued her education at Virginia Tech University in Blacksburg, VA, where she began her studies 

as a geology major. “I wanted to make a difference in protecting and healing the planet, but after 

numerous field study trips to gather rock specimens in rain, snow and sleet, I knew becoming a scientist 

wasn’t the life for me! I needed to find another way to follow my passions of art and nature.” She 

switched to Communications and Art studies and graduated from Virginia Tech in 1988. “My mother 

worked in public relations and journalism, and I saw her make a difference in the world with the written 

word and thought perhaps I could do the same.”  

After college, Anne worked in the public and private sectors as an arts marketing director. She kept up 

her study of painting at the Corcoran School of Art in Washington D.C., the Art League in Alexandria, VA, 

and studying under accomplished fine art painters. Her study of classical mural painting at the Corcoran 

would later serve as a catalyst for her mural painting business that she owned for 10 years while raising 

three children with her husband.  

It wasn’t until her family settled in Purcellville, a rural community in western Loudoun County, Virginia, 

that Anne’s love of nature and art culminated in a painting and local art advocacy career. Loudoun 

County, nestled in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountain region, is known for their flourishing artist 

community and where Anne was given the opportunity to join an artist cooperative to launch her 

painting career in 2016. At this time, she discovered encaustic art and it soon became the dominate 

medium in her landscape work. “Encaustic allows me to express the intensity, fluidity, and varied 

textures found in nature more realistically than any other medium.” Anne explains, “By combining oils 

with encaustic medium, I can add a luminous and sensual quality to my work using vivid color and 

dramatic texture.”  

Each year, Anne exhibits solo shows of her contemporary landscapes at local wineries and galleries. 

These exhibitions have recently expanded to areas ranging as far as Washington D.C, Manhattan, 

Maryland, and coastal Virginia. Her list of galleries where she is a resident artist continues to grow as 
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well. In 2021, one of her encaustic landscape paintings was installed as part of the Permanent Collection 

of the Museum of Encaustic Art in Cerrillos, New Mexico. The Museum’s Director, Douglas Mehrens 

stated, “Anne Stine’s recent acquisition, ‘Temperature’s Rising,’ into the Museum of Encaustic Art, is a 

perfect addition to the diversity of the museum’s permanent collection. Anne’s expertise in the 

encaustic medium draws the eye not only into her composition but also with the moody luminosity of 

the medium itself. Her subject matter is reflective of our yearly themed national juried exhibition ‘Global 

Warming is REAL’ and gives the viewer something to ponder.”  

Anne’s travels have led her to a diverse collection of natural scenery. From the rocky shores of Maine to 

the sandy beaches of the Carolinas, her work encompasses the geometric and organic elements of 

nature with just enough dream-like imagery to invite the viewer to self-interpretation. It explores the 

powerful, fundamental need - mental, spiritual, and physical – human beings share for the natural 

world, and how reconnecting with nature can give a broader sense of community and life itself. The 

encaustic paintings she creates are recognizable in the use of color and textures, inviting the viewer to 

dig into the layers of material hidden in these surfaces encouraging personal exploration.  

Anne’s passions also include art advocacy in her community. During her short time living in Purcellville, 

Virginia, she founded an art exhibition, an artist studio tour, and a community art gallery to give other 

artists the opportunity to share their work locally on a regular basis. “I now see my past career in arts 

marketing has given me the skills I needed to help others on their journey to becoming professional 

artists.” Anne is also a member of several local nature conservancy organizations where she volunteers 

her time to help preserve the natural world that she loves so dearly. “I see how my life has come full 

circle. Painting with a purpose and enjoying the natural world as my inspiration.” 


